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Aims of the Session



Aims & “Takeaways”

Discuss key 

challenges around 

engagement in the 

built environment

Share experiences 

from the range of 

people attending 

today

Explore potential 

solutions and the 

Engagement 

Group’s thinking 

around this 

Discuss Share Explore



The Starting Point



WHAT’S THE CHALLENGE?

• Engaging communities, organisations and partners in the design of place is essential 

• Backdrop of complexity, controversy and competing views, challenges with engagement in 

planning and development 

• Often results in being unsatisfactory and unproductive for stakeholders on all sides.

WHAT IS THE ENGAGEMENT GROUP PROPOSING?

• Rethinking - community and stakeholder engagement 

• Assist - councils, developers and citizens collaborate & communicate better, through the whole 

process 

• By developing - a new approach which is more collaborative, creative, builds a legacy of trust, 

dialogue and ongoing participation between all stakeholders during development and throughout 
occupation/use.

The Starting Point



What You’ve Been Telling Us



What People Thought in General:

On the whole do you feel there is a 

need to improve the current approach 

to engagement and consultation?



Key Issues



Key Benefits



Our Response



Our Response
HOW CAN THIS BE ACHIEVED

• Bringing together 4 different organisations with a range of complementary skills and experience in the built 

environment and community engagement who will work together to provide a holistic offer

• Real Worth – social value (what to ask and when)

• Common Place – digital platform (accessible data collection)

• Community Regen – community engagement (connecting with people)

• Traverse – iterative engagement (methodology analysis and interpretation)

WHAT WILL IT INVOLVE?

• Coherent, connected engagement approach which builds over time; which is more creative, inclusive and 

participatory, generating more valuable insight and greater trust; and which makes social value less abstract 

and more useful as a vehicle for conversations about the new development

• Rethink the way community and stakeholder engagement works in this area and to develop an offer that can 

help councils, developers and citizens collaborate and communicate better, from the earliest vision-setting to 

master-planning, through to designing, building, occupation / use and beyond



Project timeline:

RIBA work stages



What our approach could include (1)

• Ideally involving a range of local stakeholders from the early stages of 

shaping a master plan: facilitating an open conversation about what local 

need this plan could help to address; and what that could look like in 

practice

• The outputs from this first stage would feed into brief – so there’s co-design 

with stakeholders (residents, businesses etc) from the start

• The commissioner could then use the initial outputs to set objectives and a 

procurement criteria and KPIs that can help to choose a developing partner 

APPROACHES: 

A combination of online and face-to-face - Stakeholder mapping – Engagement events - Asset-

mapping - Socio-economic study - Community capacity-building (peer researchers / 

‘connectors’)



What our approach could include (2)

• Use the outputs of the earlier engagement work to define what social value 

looks like in this context – and how this can be put at the heart of the design  

• Test the design proposals with all stakeholders

• Produce robust social value plans to support planning applications (for 

council or developer) that connect to the earlier engagement outputs

APPROACHES: 

Creative interactive design events – online platform for mass engagement on the designs –

clear and meaningful social value plans



What our approach could include (3)

• Liaising with local stakeholders to understand impact of construction (to 

enable corrections)

• Post-occupancy evaluation – were forecasted benefits / impacts realised? 

What more to be done? This is strategic rather than being about satisfaction 

levels & snagging!

• Strategic support for council / developer to help set up structures for the 

occupation phase e.g. workshops to help residents set up input / decision-

making structures, support to agree governance etc.

APPROACHES: 

Using channels already established through engagement to date, plus new tools for occupants 

e.g. online forum, workshops, governance structures for feedback and decision – making; 

evaluation that involves local stakeholders in reviewing the project’s success against the 

ambitions set early on 



What our approach could include (3)

• Emphasises collaboration between stakeholders in the ‘real work’

• Is proactive not reactive - inviting people into the process, sharing information, not allowing vacuums to 

be created for misinformation or over-simplistic responses to fill;

• Is productive not passive – people are involved in the real work of thinking about need and ambition, 

translating that into what a development could achieve for a community;

• Develops projects with people in a way that’s transparent about tensions and trade-offs, and invites 

people to confront those – making it harder for them to take up binary positions on one side or another;

• Feels joined-up, one stage connecting to the next and generating new insight each time – rather than 

feeling shallow (‘what do you like / don’t like?’) or repetitious;

• Is itself beneficial to stakeholders, building capacity – of councils and developing partners to embed good 

engagement approaches; of communities to be meaningfully involved in decisions that effect them; of 

individual residents in terms of valuable skills

So, we want to design engagement which:



Feedback / Summary / Close



Please Continue the Conversation…

• Phil.Higham@realworth.org https://www.realworth.org/ 07495 704899

• Rob.Francis@traverse.ltd https://traverse.ltd/ 07917 508484

• Steve@commonplace.is https://www.commonplace.is/ 07903 121916

• Paul@communityregen.net https://communityregen.net/ 07887 721825
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